Analysis of the regulation of the pelBC genes in Erwinia chrysanthemi 3937.
Erwinia chrysanthemi secretes five major isoenzymes of pectate lyases encoded by the pelABCDE genes. The nucleotide sequence of the region surrounding the pelB gene of E. chrysanthemi 3937 was determined, including the regulatory regions involved in pelB and pelC expression. Analysis of the transcripts showed that transcription of pelB or pelC gave, in both cases, only one transcript. The transcription initiation sites of both pelB and pelC were precisely determined as well as the position of the transcription termination of pelB. The pelB and pelC promoters are very similar, showing a good homology with the -35 consensus region but low homology with the -10 consensus. In both cases a KdgR-box overlaps the -35 region. The pelC gene may have two KdgR operators. Moreover, the pelB and pelC genes are preceded by other sequences presenting the typical symmetry of operator sites that could be involved in more specific regulations. Comparison of E. chyrsanthemi pel regulatory regions revealed three classes of homology: pelA, pelB-pelC and pelD-pelE. The sole regulatory sequence conserved among the three classes corresponds to the KdgR-binding site. Moreover, all the pel regulatory regions are AT-rich in contrast to the coding regions which are GC-rich. Gel retardation experiments with fragments overlapping the pelB or pelC regulatory regions demonstrated that the KdgR protein specifically binds to these regions. Other proteins probably also interact with these DNA fragments. Transcription of pelB terminates in a region corresponding to a GC-rich inverted repeat followed by a run of T residues, typical of rho-independent transcription termination sites. Moreover, preliminary results imply that a region adjacent to pelC provoke, directly or indirectly, the repression of pelB and pelC expression.